Hon. Hjalmar Petersen, President of the Senate:

Dear Sir:

I am returning to you without my approval S. F. No. 544. I object to the bill on the grounds that its language is so ambiguous as to be incapable of reasonable interpretation.

Respectfully,

FLOYD B. OLSON,
Governor.

SUSPENSION OF RULES.

Mr. Woolsey moved that the rules be suspended that, H. F. No. 1141, No. 170 on General Orders, be given its third reading and placed on its final passage.

Which motion prevailed.

H. F. No. 1141, A bill for an act authorizing a city of the fourth class, having a population of less than 3,000 inhabitants, operating under a Home Rule Charter, maintaining and operating a sewage treatment plant and having a state institution partly within and partly without its boundaries, to contract with the State of Minnesota for the treatment of sewage produced at such state institution.

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage.

The question being taken on the passage of the bill,

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays none, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Adams    Galvin    Lommen    Rice    Starks
Almen     Gardner   MacKenzie  Richardson  Sullivan
Berg      Hausler   McLeod     Romberg    Tungseth
Berglund  Imm       Mellon     Ruotsinoja Schmechel
Bridgeman Johnson, T. H. Miller, F. J. Sell      Wolfe
Carley    Kingsley  Mullin     Siegel     Woolsey
Cashman   Kozlak    Murphy     Starks     Wright
Crowley   Lawson    Neumeier   Sullivan   Wright
Farmand   Lodin     Oliver     Tungseth   Wright
Foslien   Loftsgaarden Pederson  Wright

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS—CONTINUED.

Mr. Siegel moved that H. F. No. 466 be withdrawn from the Committee on Finance.

Which motion prevailed.

H. F. No. 466 was withdrawn from the Committee on Finance.

SUSPENSION OF RULES.

Mr. Siegel moved that the rules be suspended and that, H. F. No. 466, A bill for an act to amend Laws 1933, Chapter